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“I don’t care anymore if she wants to cry through the whole conversation, because it needs to be addressed”: Siblings’ without disabilities experiences of the dynamics of future care planning for brothers and sisters with developmental disabilities

ABSTRACT

In families with a member with a developmental disability (DD), future care planning is limited (Brennan et al., 2018; Davys et al., 2016, 2014 & 2010; Bowey and McGlaughlin (2007). However, most siblings without disabilities (SWD) expect to be involved in the future care of their brother or sister with DD (Gomez de la Cuesta and Cos, 2012; Heller and Arnold, 2010, Benderix and Sivberg, 2007). Based on qualitative interviews with 25 SWD in Ireland, this article explores how SWD experience future care planning. The findings indicate that they experience care planning as an ongoing, fluid and emotionally charged process. Parental fears about a future care landscape that they do not control and about passing intergenerational care responsibilities to their children without disabilities, emerge as key factors inhibiting planning. Attention to the highly emotive nature of care concerns and to the tentative pace of planning that is comfortable for families will help professionals provide optimum planning support.
1  INTRODUCTION

Future planning in relation to care for adults with developmental disabilities (DD) when their parents are no longer in a position to provide this care, is receiving increased research attention (Power and Bartlett, 2018; Brennan et al. 2018; Davys et al., 2016, 2014 & 2010; Pryce et al. 2015; Bibby, 2012; Burke et al., 2012; Taggart et al., 2012; Gomez de la Cuesta and Cos, 2012; Heller and Arnold, 2010 & 2009; Bowey and McGlaughlin, 2007; Barron, McConkey and Mulvaney, 2006; Benderix and Sivberg, 2007; Orsmond and Seltzer, 2007; Bigby, 1997), prompted in large part by the increased longevity of people with DD (Coppus, 2013; Emerson et al., 2012; Fujiura, 2010; Hog et al., 2000). In the context of neo-liberal politics of austerity, decreased funding for disability services (Taylor-Gooby et al, 2017; Power and Bartlett, 2018) and policy moves toward de-congregated living and personalised budgets (Mansell and Beadle-Brown et al, 2010) the question of who will provide support and care for adults with DD when their parents can no longer do so is increasingly urgent. In Ireland where the research reported in this article was conducted, the majority (69.0%) of people with DD live with family members, including almost one third (31.6%) of those aged 35 years and above (Hourigan et al., 2017:12; Egan
The phenomenon of ageing parents providing care to adults with DD within the family home is replicated internationally (Coppus, 2013; Emerson et al., 2012; Hogg et al., 2000). Yet, the limited literature available consistently indicates that in families with a member with DD, future care planning is inadequately addressed or not addressed at all. Davys et al.'s. (2010) small scale survey of 21 siblings of adults with intellectual disability in the UK revealed that just over half of the participants (57%) had a full discussion with their parents regarding the future care of their sibling with intellectual disability, with the same amount (57%) stating that there was no clear future plan in place for their sibling. Subsequent research by Davys et al., (2016), involving interviews with 15 adult siblings without disabilities (SWD), indicated a near equal distribution between families who had engaged in future planning and those who had not. In the US, Bowey and McGloughlin (2007) found that only 32% of older parents with an adult offspring with intellectual disability had made residential plans. Recent Irish research with 8 siblings of adults with Autism Spectrum Disorder (Noonan et al., 2018) found that no concrete future plans were in place, while Brennan et al.’s. (2018) research with 17 family members of people with intellectual disability who were aged over 40, revealed that only 2 families had a future care plan. Barriers to families engaging in future planning include, parental reluctance to discuss the issue.
due to concerns about changing the existing relationship with the person with DD (Bibby, 2012; Taggart et al. 2012; Bowey and McGlaughlin, 2005), reluctance to pass a care burden on to siblings (Rawson, 2010), limited choice in relation to available care options (Brennan et al., 2018; Pryce et al. 2015; Davys et al., 2010: 175/6), insufficient information about care options and difficult relations with service providers (Davys et al., 2014:223).

Notwithstanding the lack of planning for future care, research with SWD consistently reveals an expectation of involvement in care or support for their brother or sister (Gomez de la Cuesta and Cos, 2012; Heller and Arnold, 2010, Benderix and Sivberg, 2007; Ormond and Seltzer, 2007). Heller and Arnold's (2010:22) review of 25 studies of adult siblings of people with intellectual disability, found that 60% of siblings expected to be carers for their brother or sister in the future and that there was usually one sibling who took the role of the ‘most involved sibling.’ SWD sometimes perceive an implicit parental expectation that the individual with DD will remain living with a family member (Davys et al., 2014) and parental expectations around SWD future involvement with their brother or sister with DD, appear to be significant in shaping sibling’s expectations about care (Davys et al., 2016, 2014 & 2010; Davys and Haigh, 2008; Bigby, 1997). However, there is also a wealth of research which indicates that many siblings are motivated to care for their brother or sister with DD due
to strong and enduring affective connections (Leane, 2019; Doody et al., 2010; Rowland, 2010; Orsmond and Seltzer, 2007; Hodapp and Urbano, 2007; Doody et al., 2010). This desire to care frequently coexists with SWD’ feelings of having limited choice and with tensions around forging their own biographies in the face of familial and societal expectations that they will be involved to some extent with caring for and/or about their adult brother or sister with DD (Leane, 2019; Atkin and Tozer, 2014; Gomez de la Cuesta and Cos, 2012).

The literature thus highlights a disjuncture between high levels of sibling desire to care and low levels of future planning within families. This tension is reflected in research findings that identify support with discussing future plans as a frequently reported unmet need reported by adult siblings of people with DD (Davys et al. 2016, 2014 & 2010; Atkin and Tozer, 2015 & 2014; Meyer and Holl, 2014; Gomez de la Cuesta and Cos, 2012; Heller and Kramer, 2009; Benderiz and Sivberg, 2007). Key questions then are how do SWD experience and understand the dynamics which surround family future care planning? And why are many families of adults with DD not engaging in the discussion and development of future care plans? Based on qualitative accounts from 25 SWD in Ireland, this article explores how family members experience, engage with and make sense of the dynamics of future care planning. The data was collected against the backdrop of a policy and service landscape dominated by
austerity measures that have severely strained public services. The implications for adult services for people with DD include an unmet need for 2,179 new full-time residential placements (Hourigan et al., 2017), reduced homecare supports (Inclusion Ireland, 2018 and 2020) and acutely worrying reports on standards of care being provided in residential facilities (Irish Times, 2016). As such decisions about future planning take place in a context where there is a scarcity of residential options and limited public funding for services for people with DD. Of significance also is the historically limited engagement of the Irish state in providing care and the tradition of high levels of family engagement in the provision of care, with women bearing the burden of this work (Conlon et al., 2014). This combination of austerity, heavy reliance on unpaid family care and a policy agenda prioritising deinstitutionalisation and community living (Department of Health, 2012; Health Service Executive, 2011, 2012) renders future care planning an issue of crucial concern in the Irish context.

2 METHOD

This article draws on data gathered from 23 in-depth interviews and 2 written narrative accounts provided by SWD. Ethical approval for the research was
2.1 Sample and Data collection

A purposive sample was generated through a call for participants issued in July 2015 through the communication networks of three Irish NGOs providing support to individuals with ID and or ASD and their families. These were Inclusion Ireland\(^1\), Shine Ireland\(^2\), Autism Action\(^3\) and AsIAm\(^4\). Inclusion criteria for participation were that they were aged between 18 and 45,\(^5\) had a sibling with DD and were willing to engage in a one to one or skype interview. In some instances, details of the research call were passed to potential participants by their parents, while in others, the participant saw it themselves. No incentive to participation was offered.

\(^1\) Inclusion Ireland is a national advocacy organisation promoting the rights of people with intellectual disabilities and their families. It is an umbrella group for over 160 organisations who work and campaign in the field of intellectual disabilities. For further information go to www.inclusionireland.ie

\(^2\) Shine Ireland also known as the Irish Progressive Association for Autism (IPAA) is a Cork based voluntary organisation which works with children with autism and their families. www.shineireland.com.

\(^3\) Irish Autism Action provides information and support for autistic children and adults and their family and friends. www.autismireland.ie.

\(^4\) AsIAm is a website which aims to provide a one-stop-shop for the Autism community in Ireland. ASIAM.ie.

\(^5\) The upper age limit of 45 was determined by the National Disability Authority (NDA) who funded the research. Another research team funded by the NDA was focusing on family care for an older cohort of people with developmental disabilities who would have older siblings. See Brennan et al. (2016).
25 participants were recruited and their demographic details along with those of their brothers and sisters with DD are provided in Table 1. The majority of the participants were female (n=20) and there was a dispersal of participants across the age range. The largest cohort of participants resided in Leinster (n=10), but all provinces were represented in the sample (Munster (n=6), Connaught (n=2) and Ulster (n=1)). Almost a quarter of the participants (n=6) lived abroad. At the time of interview 19 were in employment, 5 were in education and 1 was working in the home. The majority were single (n=16) and 9 were married or had partners. A minority of participants (n=6) had children. The participants’ brothers and sisters had a range of disabilities including unspecified Intellectual Disabilities (ID) (n=12), Down Syndrome (DS) (n=7), Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) (n=4) and rare syndromes (n=2). They ranged in age from 15 to 46 and had a variety of living arrangements (see Table 1).

The interviews, conducted between September 2015 and April 2016, included 17 face-to-face interviews, 5 Skype interviews with participants living abroad (UK (n=3), USA (n=1) and Europe (n=1)) and 1 phone interview. In 2 cases where face-to-face, Skype or phone interviews were not possible the

---

6 Ireland is divided into four provinces, Munster, Connaught, Leinster and Ulster and all would have a mix of urban and rural communities.

7 Details of the nature of the rare syndromes identified by the participants were not collected. In each case the disability was present from birth and presented similar support needs to ID and ASD.
participants were invited to email a written response to the themes set out in the topic guide and both availed of this option. As such, 23 of the 25 interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed and two were provided in email format. The average length of interview was 55 minutes. Participants were offered a copy of their transcribed interview for review and correction and were advised that they could withdraw it from the research process within two weeks after they received it. 11 participants asked for a copy of their transcription and none asked for corrections or withdrew from the research. Participants were offered a copy of the completed report but were not asked to comment on interpretation or analysis. 19 participants asked to receive the report.

2.2 Data collection and analysis

This study was informed by a phenomenological approach being concerned with exploring how SWD made sense of their experiences of being a sibling of a PDD. Data were collected through one to one interviews conducted using a semi-structured topic guide (see Table 2) and a life course or life history approach (Miller, 2000). The decision to take a life course approach was informed by a desire to understand siblings caregiving in a way that considered care
connections and practices across the arc of the participants’ life course rather than focusing on an atomistic account of their current care practices or intentions. As such the participants were asked to reflect on their relationships with their brother or sister when they were children, their current relationship and engagement and their aspirations for the future. The interview began with questions about their early memories of their brother or sister with DD and participants were asked to describe when, how and by whom their brother or sisters’ disability was explained to them, what family care practices were like when they were children, what role they played in them, how they felt about these practices as children and how they felt about them in the current time. They were then invited to discuss their current relationship with their brother or sister, to reflect on how they feel about their engagement in support or caregiving and to speculate on how they thought their roles as supporters and carers might develop in the future. A narrative approach was adopted to elicit a contextualised account of siblings’ understandings and feelings about their ongoing relationships and care connections with their brother or sister as mediated by the changing and evolving contexts of their own lives and families.

The data were analysed following Braun and Clarke’s (2006) guide to thematic analysis and involved both open and axial coding. In the first stage of the data analysis open coding was undertaken. The 23 verbatim transcriptions
of the interviews and the two written contributions, were read by the three members of the research team and a series of emergent themes were identified. In the second stage of analysis, axial coding was applied with a number of major themes and sub themes being identified along with relationships between themes. This researcher triangulation was employed to establish credibility in relation to the fit between participants’ accounts and our representations of them (Guba and Lincoln, 1989). One major theme related to the issue of future planning and the extent to which this has been undertaken in participants’ families. Three inter-related sub themes were identified. The first (discussing and sharing care) relates to the care planning which has occurred in families. The second thematic area (devolving, deflecting and deferring care conversations) explores participants’ understandings of parental reluctance to engage in future care planning. The final thematic area (assuming, ascribing, contesting and sharing care) considers participants’ experiences of negotiating care responsibilities with their other SWD. The data generated under each theme were explored to generate both descriptive and explanatory/conceptual accounts of the key issues identified.
3 RESULTS

3.1 Discussing and sharing care: developing future plans

Only 4 of the 25 siblings who participated in this research indicated that they have had open and engaged discussions with their parents about future care plans for their brother or sister with DD. Aoife (aged 24) who is an only sibling to Seamus (aged 22 with a rare syndrome), described how her mother, who is parenting alone, has always included her in decision making regarding Seamus,

*It was just me and my mum for a long time so she always involved me in decision making around Seamus and took my opinions and views about everything on board...I want to be involved in decision making about his future, which I will be, and oversee that he is getting the right care that he needs.*

An inclusive and consultative approach to care planning was also described by Alan (aged 23 and brother to Gary aged 21 with DS and ASD) whose parents and three other SWD all engaged in discussion prior to a decision to seek a residential placement for Gary. As a family they were comfortable with the idea of residential care as Gary was “... used to living in a residential [home] at weekends.” Emma’s (aged 33) family have always been very open in discussing issues about James (aged 22 with DS), but despite this, she noted that there
was no formal plan for his future care, rather there was a “spoken agreement” between her and her sister that they would “... automatically take over the running of James.” Similarly, Linda (aged 22 and only sibling of Louise aged 15 with DS) explained that although she and her parents have only ever had “... a few conversations ...” about future care she had made it clear to them that she planned to “...look after” Louise. The conversations about future care which Emma and Linda describe can be understood as groundwork for the development of care plans in the future. As we will see in section 3.2, the open consideration of care issues in these families, contrasts with the dynamics in other families where SWD’s attempts to discuss care are thwarted.

The existence of plans which address certain elements of care such as financial provision or accommodation plans were reported by 12 participants. Marion (aged 32), Tara (aged 25), Angela (aged 32) and Alan (aged 23), reported that their parents have financial plans in place for their brothers and sisters, which will guarantee them financial security and Anna’s (aged 30) parents have willed her the family home, in which her brother Peter (aged 29 with DS) lives, on the condition that she will co-habit with him. Seven participants noted changes in living arrangements which their parents had made or were making, to ensure accommodation security and easier access to services for their sibling with DD. Henry’s (aged 30) parents are in the process
of building a small house for his sister Jill (aged 32 with a mild ID) who is currently living alone in rented accommodation. He understands this as a strategy his parents are employing to provide care into the future, “They’re hoping that that will then provide her with some sort of security... .” Tara’s parents are moving to a more central location which will allow her sister Molly (aged 23 with a mild ID), direct access to a bus to her day service. Bernie’s (aged 44) mother has also moved house and now lives in a location from which Jackie (aged 40 with DS) can walk to her day service and access a wider range of bus routes. Bernie’s mother has also begun discussions with a local service provider with a view to “laying the groundwork for maybe a plan [residential plan] for Jackie.”

In other cases, families have put in place, or are planning, alternative or additional supports to extend the care network of the individual with DD. Marion (aged 32) has recently persuaded her parents to put Sean (aged 29 with ID) name on a waiting list for residential care following a deterioration of his behaviour and the inability of her ageing parents to care for him at home. Linda (aged 22) and her parents have been actively focusing on extending the social network of Louise (aged 15 with DS),

*We’ve been thinking the last few years just about her having a wider support network than just us and having people who would kind of like go*
and see her or take her out or whatever. It’s kind of becoming more

important to like, build that network.

Respite services frequently serve as starting points for the emergence of future care plans. Emma (aged 33) highlighted how satisfied she is with the respite services her brother James (aged 22 with DS) accesses, one week every second month, “it’s a break for my mam and dad – as well as him...and he loves it, loves going away.” Karen’s (aged 36) sister, Kim (aged 33 with ID), is also on a waiting list for residential care and is very excited about the prospect as she already attends the service for respite. However, Karen acknowledges that her mother may not be ready to let Kim go. For Aoife (aged 24) and her mother, the decision to allow Seamus (aged 22 with a rare syndrome) to attend respite was a significant milestone in terms of accepting that a wider system of support would be positive,

When he was younger, we were often offered respite breaks for Seamus but mum and I weren’t inclined to send him because we weren’t really sure if he would like it .... Eventually through talking to his social worker and visiting the houses with Seamus we decided to take the plunge by building up to it gradually, and he really loves getting away and spending time out in X [service name] so we don’t feel guilty about dropping him off.
Establishing financial or accommodation supports, facilitating greater independence for the individual with DD and negotiating and accepting occasional care supports from people outside the immediate family are core elements of future care planning as described by participants. The findings above suggest that these initiatives are usually negotiated in gradual ways, frequently in consultation with SWD and in one case with the support of a social worker. A key challenge for parents in this negotiation of future care is allowing other parties, be they siblings, wider family members, local community members or professionals, to assume or share some care and support tasks for the adult child with DD. Karen and Aoife’s accounts above highlight how emotionally challenging it can be for parents to entrust care responsibility to others, particularly to non-familial, professional care providers. Their narratives also draw attention to the way in which care plans may evolve in tentative ways characterised by a gradual and iterative laying down of care connections between familial and other care providers.

3.2 Devolving, deflecting and deferring care conversations: understanding parental reluctance to engage in future care planning
The parental openness to considering and engaging in future care planning described by participants in the previous section, contrasts sharply with accounts from other participants which highlight strong parental or more specifically maternal reluctance to discuss the topic. Many siblings reported that while various family members engaged in care practices, mothers had primary responsibility for organising and providing care, reflecting prevailing gendered inequalities in care work (Lynch, 2009). Unsurprisingly then, mothers were identified as the family member with most influence in shaping family dynamics in relation to future care planning. Sarah (aged 22) reflecting on the decision-making dynamic in her family, perceived that “... it’s mam’s decision and dad kind of just goes along with what mam says.” Henry, Anna, Kenneth, Angela, Karen and Amy made similar observations about the more peripheral role their fathers play in care and their tendency to devolve decisions about care to their wives. The centrality of mothers as both caregivers and care organisers in many families, resulted in their being identified by some participants as gatekeepers to discussions about future care planning. Anna (aged 30) reported that her mother is distressed by discussions of future care plans for Peter (aged 45 with DS) and deflects all attempts at detailed discussion of the issue. Kenneth (aged 41) and brother to Heather (aged 33 with ID and Cerebral Palsy), emphasised the combative, emotionally charged
and stressful nature off interactions he and his siblings have with their mother in relation to future plans for Heather,

*My mum is very in charge of my sister’s support, my dad has no say in any decisions. If my mum is confronted by any family members then she puts her guard up until we give in.*

The majority of participants began to think about the future care needs of their brother or sister with DD during adolescence and for some of them, future planning was a long term and ongoing source of worry and exasperation. Mary (aged 34 and sister of Paul aged 38 with ASD) has occasionally raised the issue of future planning with her parents since she was in her late teens but her mother defers the issue adopting the attitude of “We’ll cross that bridge when we get to it”. This makes Mary very anxious and frustrated as her mother who is now widowed has not made a will or any other type of care plan for Paul. The highly emotive and distressing nature of the dynamic which can emerge between SWD and their parents in relation to care planning is poignantly evidenced in Siobhan’s (aged 27 and an only sibling to Ailish aged 30 with a rare syndrome) narrative,

*I make it my business to talk about the future now. And at this stage, yes, my mother will get upset, but really, I don’t care anymore if she wants to cry through the whole conversation, because it needs to be addressed.*
Participants attribute various motivations to maternal or parental reluctance to discuss future care. Parental concern about the intergenerational transfer of care responsibilities was perceived by a number of participants as a reason for their reluctance to discuss future care plans. Líosa (aged 22 and an only sibling to Niamh aged 20 with ASD) believes that her parents’ refusal to discuss the future is based on their concern that she will feel obliged to take on care responsibilities, “They are a little bit worried that I would take on something so big, like more or less minding another person for the rest of my life.”

Bernie (aged 44 and sister to Jackie aged 40 with DS) perceives her mother’s proactive planning for Jackie’s future as a strategy to reduce the care responsibilities that would be passed on to Bernie and her siblings,

I think my mother is concerned that we would take on more responsibility that we should and she wants to ensure that there’s provision made in terms of infrastructure for Jackie without disrupting any of our lives.

Interestingly, Emma (aged 33 and sister to James aged 22 with DS), expressed a similar concern about passing on intergenerational care to her son or niece. She explained that she and her sister were committed to looking after James, but was adamant that if James outlived her and her sister, she would not want her son or niece to be responsible for his care, “So, at that
stage it would be, I don’t know, residential care maybe. But that’s way down the line.”

Such concerns about the intergenerational transfer of care spotlight the power of cultural expectations about responsibility for care while also underlining the potential tensions between relatedness and autonomy that may underpin care situations (Albertson Fineman, 2008/9; Tronto, 1993). The strong relational attachments that siblings have to their brothers and sisters with DD were clearly articulated narratives of all but a minority of participants and were reflected in their aspirations to care for them into the future. Amy (aged 41 and sister to Philip aged 31 with ASD) vehemently asserted a relational understanding of care and emphasised the affective dimension of the relationship which many SWD have with their siblings with DD and was highly critical of parental reluctance to allow SWD to assume greater care responsibilities,

*What I’m hearing a lot in these forums [online parent and sibling fora] is that parents don’t want the siblings to be really taking any responsibility. They want to keep them protected. ... I’m very shocked by it because that’s wrong for the person they’re looking after [sibling with ID], that’s totally wrong for the siblings because they want to be part of that person’s life,*
and that person is part of their life...So it has to be talked about like as a real thing.

Having a legal right to involvement in decisions being made by and/or about their siblings with DD in the future was a concern for some siblings who were anxious to ensure that they, as distinct from a statutory body, would have primary decision making power in relation to the welfare of their sibling. Similar concerns have been expressed in other studies with siblings, highlighting the complexity of the issue of guardianship in the context of adults with DD (Rowland, 2010; David (aged 32 and brother to Laura aged 35 with ID) expressed great annoyance at his parent’s reluctance to make a will, identifying he and his brother as legally responsible for Laura,

Now, the one thing I know is that I don’t ever want my sister to be a ward of state. ... So, I’ve been on to my parents for three, four years now to – sorry – but fucking sort it out like. ...And they’re humming and hawing... I’ve put them in contact with lawyers to sort this out.... This is something myself and my brother categorically agree on. ... We need to ensure that that’s all boxed off.

Some participants drew attention to the tension they experienced in trying to find a balance between their desire to be involved in the care of their
brother or sister while also managing other competing desires and responsibilities in their own lives. While no participants reported being directly asked by their parents to care for their sibling in the future, a minority acknowledged that they perceived a sense of parental hope or expectation in relation to assumption of future care. Christine who lived at home until she was 27 so that she could help to provide daily care for Fiona (aged 17 with severe ID and epilepsy) continues to struggle with the sense of duty she feels in relation to providing care. She believes that her married brother who is also involved in caring for Fiona, feels a similar sense of duty to be involved, although their parents never asked them to do so, “It wasn’t that anyone expected me to do it. ... It was just never spoken about. ... But I felt a duty.”

Similarly, Marion (aged 32 and sister to Sean aged 29 with ID) believed that, when she told her parents that Sean could not live with her in the future, they “… were shocked.” Despite their protestations that they would not expect her to become a fulltime carer for Sean, she felt that “… deep down they hoped.” Christine and Marion’s accounts draw attention to the powerful and nebulous ways in which the unspoken or that which is not brought into conversation, can nonetheless impact profoundly on siblings’ experiences of the dynamics of family care planning.
A final reason that participants identified for parental reluctance to discuss future care is the potential distress which talking about the future, or changes in care arrangements, can cause to adults with DD. Sarah (aged 22 and sister to Lisa aged 24 with ASD), is very anxious to discuss the future with her parents and she finds their refusal to engage with her very upsetting. She acknowledges however that part of their reluctance to talk about it is their awareness of Lisa’s fear, “She’s [Lisa]terrified of the future, absolutely terrified. So, we don’t mention the word ‘future’ like not around her.”

Bernie (aged 44) made a similar observation about her sister Jackie (aged 40 with DS) who despite being very articulate, refuses to talk about future plans. As such avoidance of care planning may represent another aspect of the moral practice of care in which parents avoid situations that they know will be experienced as challenging or disconcerting by their adult child with DD.
3.3 Assuming, ascribing, contesting and sharing care: negotiating care roles with other siblings

The accounts of the participants suggest that SWD do not engage in systematic discussion about future care plans. Participants’ expectations about the roles they would play in the future of their brother or sister were frequently based on unspoken assumptions rather than concrete or even tentative plans agreed in consultation with siblings. Most participants believed that they would most likely be the sibling with greatest care responsibilities in the future while a minority flagged the possibility of future care being shared between siblings. In some cases, they described current shared care roles undertaken by siblings which reflected diverse types and levels of care involvement and in a minority of cases the conflict and tension associated with the assumption or ascription of sibling care roles was identified.

The four participants who are the only SWD in their families all expected to be closely involved in future care for their brother or sister but asserted that their parents have not put any pressure on them to assume carer roles. Rather, their narratives suggest a willingness to assume future care responsibilities which is motivated by bonds of affection and concern for the wellbeing of their brother or sister. Líosa (aged 22 and only sibling to Niamh aged 20 who has ASD) perceives her decision to be involved in future care for Niamh as a choice
‘my parents have always said I have a choice and I was like, ‘No, no argument, I’m doing this’.” Ann (aged 45) described the “very special unique relationship” she has with her 44 year old brother with ASD and noted that from a young age she was committed to being an advocate for him, telling her parents that “no matter what happens I’ll always be there for him.” Siobhan (aged 27 and only sibling to Ailish aged 30 with a rare syndrome) was also adamant that her parents have encouraged her to have her own life and emphasised that her motivation to be involved in her sister’s future care is based on love.

The narratives of participants in families with more than one SWD, revealed the complexities and tensions which can surround future care planning in these contexts. In some families there appears to be an unspoken expectation between siblings about who will take on the ‘most involved sibling role’ (Heller and Arnold (2010). Some participants believed that their SWDs perceived them to be the sibling who would take primary responsibility for care in the future. Referring to the future of her brother Peter (aged 29 with DS) Anna (aged 30) notes that she “will get him [James]” and acknowledges that “I think there’s just been this unspoken agreement that this will happen.” She does not expect to get help from her two older siblings. Her brother who lives nearby is much older and has no relationship
with Peter and she describes her sister who lives abroad as “a kind of shadow in the distant background.” The dynamics of the interplay between siblings ascribing future care responsible to a particular sibling, and that sibling’s acceptance of the responsibility was revealed in some narratives. Mary (aged 34 and sister to Paul aged 38 with ASD) who has three SWDs raised the question of what would happen to their brother in the future. Her older brother responded that the other siblings expected that she would be the future carer, but he offered to assist financially if required.

Most participants who identified themselves as the ‘most involved sibling’ were accepting of the role, however a minority challenged their other siblings to take on some responsibilities. Annie (mid 40s brother James aged 41 with ASD) always assumed that she would be the most involved sibling and expects James to live with her when her mother is no longer able to care for him. Their mother’s recent frailty and illness has prompted Annie to have some difficult discussions with her sister in relation to future care for James. Annie told her sister who is a teacher that James can live with her during the year but that she expects her sister to take him to live with her and her family during school holiday time when. Her sister doesn’t feel that this will be possible and hasn’t spoken to Annie since that discussion. Annie believes however that the issue will be resolved and is determined that the
responsibility will be shared. The potential for conflict with his siblings was anticipated by Harry (aged 27 and brother to Tom aged 24 with DS) who believes he is best placed to be the sibling with most responsibility for Tom. He notes that his older sister might not agree with this but asserts that he “would carry that responsibility better than my other siblings, simply put.” This belief is based on his perception that he is likely to be the most financially stable of his siblings in the future, “maybe I see those with financial security as having greater responsibility, which I think is fair enough.” As such Harry perceives that future care responsibility should be determined by the financial capacity of siblings to pay for care as distinct from level of relational attachment. A minority of participants described equally distributed but differentiated care and support roles that they share with their other SWD. Bernie (aged 44 and sister to Jackie aged 40 with DS) who has three SWD felt that they “would all have an equal responsibility” for Jackie. Similarly, Alan (aged 23 and brother to Gary aged 21 with DS & ASD) described himself as the sibling who would always ‘look out’ for Gary who is currently awaiting a residential place. However, he believes that like him, his three SWD are open to providing financially for Gary in the future and to having him come and stay with them for visits. Angela (aged 32 and sister to Patrick aged 30 who has mild ID), explained that while Patrick
would be closest to her, her other brother and her sister were involved in supporting him to more or less the same extent as she was, although in different ways. The differentiated types and levels of care work undertaken by siblings was also described by Christine (aged 34) whose sister Fiona (aged 17) who has severe ID and complex medical and care needs, which are currently being met by professional and family care within the home. Christine, a doctor, is more involved than her two brothers in interactions with medical and other professionals, as her medical expertise makes her an effective advocate. However, she notes that her brothers are, “... very, very, very, good. I might do a little bit more, but they’re very present as well and they’re not typical boys.”

Future care planning among siblings would not seem to be a usual or systematic, rather the participant accounts suggest that care plans, in as much as they exist, emerge or evolve, influenced by factors such as the composition of the family, the relational history between the SWD and their sibling with DD and the varying resources and capacities off the individual SWD.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This research provides a range of useful insights into the ways in which SWD experience and understand the dynamics of future care planning for their
siblings with DD. These coalesce around three analytical themes, (1) the emotive nature of care planning, (2) the complex factors that inhibit engagement in planning and (3) the fluid, incremental and emergent nature of care planning and indeed caregiving as it relates to adults with DD.

4.1 Acknowledging the emotive nature of future care planning

Similar to previous research, (Gomez de la Cuesta and Cos, 2012; Heller and Arnold, 2010, Benderix and Sivberg, 2007; Ormond and Seltzer, 2007) the findings reported here indicate close relational connections between SWD and their brothers and sisters with DD. They also indicate strong commitment among most participants to be involved in providing care and support to their brother and sister in the future, notwithstanding the concerns which some participants had about how caregiving might be reconciled with other responsibilities and aspirations. As the participants self-selected in response to a call circulated through support groups for families it is to be expected that siblings with an interest in caring were likely to come forward. What is of interest is the finding that while most participants had been considering, and in some cases, worrying about care giving since their early adolescence, most reported that they had not been involved in any significant familial discussion about it. Although this is a small scale qualitative study the extent of reported discussion of future planning would appear to be low in comparison to that
found in other international studies which indicate that between a third (Bowey and McGlaughlin, 2007) and a half (Davys et al., 2016 & 2010) of families have discussed future care. It is however, consistent with recent Irish findings (Noonan et al., 2018; Brennan et al., 2018) which also indicate very low rates of planning.

A key contribution of this research is the light it sheds on the emotionally fraught nature of the family dynamics surrounding the issue of care planning. This emerged clearly in the accounts of many participants with anxiety, exasperation and conflict being evident in descriptions of exchanges between SWD and their parents and between the SWD themselves. Mothers, as primary care organisers and care providers emerge in the participants’ accounts as also holding roles as care gatekeepers who frequently seek to avoid or prohibit future care discussions. The tension and distress which this creates within families was poignantly articulated in the narratives of some participants. Conflict between siblings about distribution of care responsibilities was much less frequently articulated and, in most cases, there was little reported sibling contestation in relation to who held the ‘most involved sibling’ role whether this role was ascribed by the wider sibling group or assumed by the individual sibling themselves.
What also emerges from this research is a question about the extent to which, adult brothers and sisters with DD are consulted about their wishes for the future. There was no question in the interview schedule that directly asked participants if their brother or sister had been consulted about their wishes, however, one would have expected some discussion of this topic when the issue of future planning was being considered. While a small number of participants mentioned what they perceived to be the care preferences of their brother or sister, the narratives suggest that few SWD engage in conscious consultation with their brothers or sisters with DD with regard to what future living or care arrangement the latter might prefer. Rather, it would seem that their wishes are inferred by their parents or their SWD, something which has also been highlighted in other research (Davys et al., 2014; Jecker-Parvex and Breitenbach, 2012; Ward, 2012).

These findings suggest that care planning is complex and emotive and that any support to families will need to recognise this, as well as acknowledging the challenges involved in bringing all parties, parents, SWD and most importantly the family members with DD, into discussions of future care.
4.2 The complex factors that inhibit future care planning

The two key factors inhibiting engagement in future care planning which emerge from the participants’ accounts are, parental and particularly maternal fears, about a future care landscape that they do not control and about passing intergenerational care responsibilities to their typically developing adult children. The participants’ accounts frequently describe how mothers have assumed key caregiving responsibility, constructing care regimes which are comprehensive and protective. Maternal resistance to relinquishing control of care and passing responsibility on to others has been identified in other research (Rowland, 2010) and can be understood in terms of moral dilemmas of care as described by Tronto (1993). Tronto’s (1993) ethics of care perspective understands caregiving as based on five key ethical values including attentiveness which is described as awareness of the needs of others and competence which refers to the capacity to provide good care supported by adequate resources. Mothers’ concerns about future care provided outside the family, as perceived by the participants in this research, relate to fears about the attentiveness of other carers as reflected in their abilities to discern the needs and desires off the person with DD and their competence or capacity
to respond adequately to these needs. This resonates with Power’s (2008) finding that parents of adults with intellectual disabilities in Ireland perceived community-based services to be lacking in terms of both availability and quality with engagement with services being experienced as non-supportive. Degeneffe’s (2017) US based work also highlights the influence of the caregiving context on family caregiving expectations. He found that parents and siblings had greater expectations of caregiving involvement in relation to siblings with acquired brain injury as compared to siblings with intellectual disabilities and identified poorer quality community support services for people with acquired brain injury as a factor influencing this difference. The paucity and quality of community care options for adults with DD in Ireland (Hourigan et al., 2017; Inclusion Ireland, 2020 and 2017; Irish Times, 2016) and the challenges of engagement with service providers (Power, 2008) undoubtedly serve as barriers to greater family engagement in future care planning.

The ethical value of responsibility conceived by Tronto (1993) as a value grounded in implicit cultural expectations, is also useful in making sense of both parental dis-inclination to pass care responsibilities on to SWD and indeed parental expectation or hope of same. Some participants felt that their parents were countering cultural care expectations by shielding them from
assuming too much care responsibility while others felt that their parents hoped that they would take on the mantel of care. Conlon et al.’s (2014) exploration of intergenerational care expectations among a cohort of 52 Irish women aged between 18 and 102, also found differences in expectations about receiving and providing care however these were largely related to socioeconomic status. Women from lower socioeconomic groups expected greater interdependency and reciprocity in terms of giving and receiving care within the family. In contrast, women from higher socioeconomic groups were re-scripting traditional family care expectations and both the younger and older generations expected more freedom from care responsibilities through the sourcing of formal, paid, help and support. This would suggest that while cultural expectations about family caregiving are changing, these changes may be unevenly spread across family groups and that awareness of class impacts may need to be factored into future explorations of family decision making about care for people with DD and into professional engagements with families.

The emotional challenge for both parents and SWD, in entrusting care responsibility to others, particularly to non-familial, professional care providers, was evident in the accounts. In this context, guardianship and parental and external acknowledgement of the legitimate role of siblings as
carers and advocates for their brothers and sisters with DD were emotive topics for some participants. The moral dimensions of care, the emotions associated with care decisions and practices (Leane, 2019) and the challenges of negotiating and accepting shared care with those outside the family, need to be acknowledged in any intervention being provided to families. It is vital that professional engagement with families is sensitive to the need to support all members of the family in making sense of the complex feelings, emotions and concerns that surround care planning.

4.3 The fluid, incremental and emergent nature of future care planning

The descriptions of care planning provided by participants in this research suggest that it is not experienced as progression through a set of pre-defined or sequential stages. Rather, it is constructed as an ongoing, fluid and emotionally charged process in which the moral practice of care is intricately entwined with its concrete and material delivery. When asked about care planning, participants rarely referred to specific, static or definite blueprints for action. For the most part they described tentative and emergent plans for transitions and devolutions of caregiving. When describing emergent care plans, participants described “laying the groundwork for maybe a plan” (Bernie) and of “building up to it gradually” (Aoife) and spoke of their parents availing of respite, putting their brother or sister’s name on a waiting list for
residential care or facilitating opportunities for them to walk or travel independently to a day service. These actions suggest that future planning is incremental and evolves in iterative layers which reflect a gradual extension of alternative care supports to those previously provided by parents. In the few instances where participants identified concrete, plans for the future, these related to financial supports which parents had put in place. Paying attention to how care plans emerge, is vital for professionals and services that are working to engage families in transition and future care planning. Our findings suggest that many SWD want to be involved in the future care of their brother or sister. However, families need to be sensitively supported to address the challenges involved in transitions of care. Attention to the highly emotive nature of care concerns, to the complex reasons why parents are reluctant to plan and to the tentative pace of planning will help professionals to provide such support.

LIMITATIONS

The participants in this research represent a geographically diverse sample from a cohort that is difficult to identify and reach. However, the sample has a number of limitations. It is overwhelming female (n=20) with the majority of participants (n=15) aged between 31 and 45. Given the recruitment strategy of
contacting participants through organisations who advocate and provide support to people with disabilities and their families, it is likely that those recruited most represent siblings from families who are engaged with the issue of disability rights and policy. Siblings from families who have not engaged with support or campaign organisations are less likely to have received details of this call. Finally, this research only addresses one side of the sibling relationship, namely the perspective of the SWD. This bias in research on siblings where one has a disability has been acknowledged and critiqued in the wider literature (see Meltzer and Kramer, 2016).
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